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Uh 
yea 
fool 
and you cant do a thing 
about it
bitches know the planes
got it
yea
you want to live in a house
don't want grass to grow
your homeboys lookin' bad
and you givin' cash to them hoes
old sucka ass nigga
fuck you round here for?
fittna' take off on them cluckers
man cabin door flow, cold
o'z rolld up 
fuck it we can get some more
kinda (cotton) had to stop at the 24 hour store
drop them bomb ass case v8
crate drop top 
sun aint' even out
but I can't wait
for the rain to stop 
shine rather or not 
you wanna' deal with it
the bitch in your car
wanna' hear us
live what?
Jets
year one vets
from the cars to the broads 
motherfucker be my guest

yea
a gee is what I am
a jet is who I be
you know what I smoke
and you cant see me
know matter where you go
one place we'll never be
is close
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even if you move right next to me 

a gee is what I am
a jet is who I be
you know what I smoke
and you cant see me
know matter where you go
one place we'll never be
is close
even if you move right next to me 
bro

uh yea
on a mission 
and im fishin' 
for my nigga ski beatz
quote live nigga rap
broke a jive nigga back
spineless
spliff cruising with otimus primeless
and in the primers
in inclined to sound better
then other rhymers
don't bring them fools around him
he'll make them look clownish
Countach Lambo
shoot like ammo
through traffic with green trees
I (blink, dead) like camo
flyest
gosh oh my 
where was I
when things got hot?
somewhere cool
laughing at you
fuck rolling one
roll two
roll three
loop the beat
and light an incense in the booth
yea

yea
and you cant see me
no matter where you go 
one place you'll never be
is close 
even if you move right next to me bro

a gee is what I am
a jet is who I be



you know what I smoke
and you cant see me
know matter where you go
one place you'll never be
is close
even if you move right next to me bro

yea
and you can't do a thing about it
and that aint' gunna' change im sorry
and bitches know the planes got it 
and you can't do a thing about it
and bitches know the planes got it
and that aint' gunna' change im sorry 
yea
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